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About the College
The Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Radiologists (RANZCR) is a not-for-profit
association of members who deliver skills, knowledge, insight, time and commitments to promote the
science and practice of the medical specialties of clinical radiology (diagnostic and interventional) and
radiation oncology in Australia and New Zealand.
The Faculty of Clinical Radiology, RANZCR, is the peak bi-national body for setting, promoting and
continuously improving the standards of training and practice in diagnostic and interventional
radiology for the betterment of the people of Australia and New Zealand.

Our Vision
RANZCR as the peak group driving best practice in clinical radiology and radiation oncology for the
benefit of our patients.

Our Mission
To drive the appropriate, proper and safe use of radiological and radiation oncological medical
services for optimum health outcomes by leading, training and sustaining our professionals.

Our Values
Commitment to Best Practice
Exemplified through an evidence-based culture, a focus on patient outcomes and equity of access to
high quality care; an attitude of compassion and empathy.
Acting with Integrity
Exemplified through an ethical approach: doing what is right, not what is expedient; a forward thinking
and collaborative attitude and patient-centric focus.
Accountability
Exemplified through strong leadership that is accountable to members; patient engagement at
professional and organisational levels.

Code of Ethics
The Code defines the values and principles that underpin the best practice of clinical radiology and
radiation oncology and makes explicit the standards of ethical conduct the College expects of its
members.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Purpose and scope
This Computed Tomography (CT) Image Review Self-Audit Guideline, developed by the CT
Reference Group is intended to assist The Royal Australian and New Zealand College of
Radiologists® (the College), its staff, Fellows, Members and other individuals to provide
diagnostic quality CT images at the lowest radiation dose possible.
The increased use of CT scanning over the past two decades has led to concern about the
magnitude of radiation doses arising from CT examinations. Multi-slice CT scanners may be
capable of delivering high patient doses unless technical factors are carefully selected by the
operator. CT scanning now accounts for approximately two-thirds of patient dose received from
diagnostic medical imaging.
Recent Australian surveys reveal a wide range of patient doses for the same types of CT
examinations, indicating that there is significant scope for protocol optimisation and dose
reduction.
The basic principles underlying radiation protection for medical exposures are justification of
exposure, dose optimisation to limit exposure, and audit to ensure compliance with best clinical
practice. CT equipment should be capable of producing images of diagnostic quality for all
required clinical indications. The equipment should be operated to provide diagnostic quality
images at the lowest radiation dose possible.

1.2

Definitions
In this CT Image Review Self-Audit Guideline:
ARPANSA means the Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency.
College means The Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Radiologists.
DLP means Dose-Length Product
Member means a member of the College.
ROI means Region of Interest

2. JUSTIFICATION
Justification is the first step in radiation protection. No diagnostic exposure is justifiable without a
valid clinical indication, and no practice involving exposure to radiation should be adopted unless
it produces a net benefit for the patient.
Justification for CT also implies that the required result cannot be achieved by other methods that
are associated with lower risks for the patient. Ultrasound and Magnetic Reasonance Imaging
(MRI) offer alternatives to CT in many areas of application, and do not expose patients to ionising
radiation.
The magnitude of the absorbed dose in CT means that particular care is required for the
examination of pregnant women, children, and particularly sensitive organs or tissues. Criteria for
approving clinical requests in these circumstances need to be particularly stringent.
As a corollary, justification requires that imaging procedure is acceptably reliable (i.e., its results
are reproducible and have sufficient predictive value with respect to the particular clinical
question).
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Justification also necessitates that a suitably qualified person, usually a clinical radiologist,
approves the need for CT and takes overall clinical responsibility for the examination. This person
should work in close contact with the referring medical practitioner in order to establish the
investigation procedure most appropriate to patient management and to ensure that doses reflect
the minimum dose required to answer the clinical question. The person responsible may authorise
an appropriately qualified operator (e.g., radiographer or medical imaging technologist) to perform
the examination.

3. OPTIMISATION
Once a diagnostic examination has been clinically justified, the subsequent imaging process must
be optimised to ensure that radiation doses are kept as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA).
The quality of the images should be sufficient for the intended purpose of the examination.
Optimisation in CT is therefore the process of balancing the requirement for delivery of the
minimum radiation dose whilst achieving diagnostic image quality. This requires close
collaboration between clinical radiologists, medical imaging technologists, medical physicists and
CT vendor applications specialists.
Unlike analogue plain film radiography, where excessively high radiation exposures result in
reduced image quality (dark films), in CT, image quality does not deteriorate at high exposures.
As there is no image quality penalty from high radiation exposures, it is commonplace for CT
protocols to deliver higher than necessary doses, where the excess dose does not contribute to
significantly improved image quality.
Image quality is a subjective measure. Although objective measurements such as image noise
and contrast-to-noise ratio may provide some indication of overall quality, they fail to adequately
assess whether an image is diagnostically adequate. The level of image quality required for a CT
examination should be tailored to the clinical problem. The clinical radiologist must be the person
responsible in determining the balance between image quality and dose. Lower levels of image
quality may be acceptable in some circumstances. For assessment of high contrast lesions (e.g.,
renal calculi on non-contrast enhanced scans of the abdomen) low CT doses can be used. Higher
doses are generally required for assessment of low contrast lesion (e.g., liver metastases). The
size and shape of the patient will also influence the level of radiation dose required.
Medical imaging technologists should routinely, in the process of planning a CT examination,
check the CT scanner display panel and ensure that the amount of radiation to be delivered by
the protocol is at the appropriate level for the individual patient and the type of examination prior
to proceeding with the scan.
CT Protocols should be regularly reviewed to ensure that they are optimised to limit patient
radiation exposure while reliably achieving diagnostic quality images. It is important that scan
protocols are NOT transferred from one scanner to another without due consideration to
differences in scanner geometry and filtration.
It is important that efforts at dose reduction in CT are linked to ongoing assessment of diagnostic
image quality. Images of unacceptable quality may result from excessive reduction in patient
dose, rendering images non-diagnostic and ultimately leading to repeat examinations.

4. AUDIT
The Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency (ARPANSA) Code of Practice
(Radiation Protection in the Medical Applications of Ionising Radiation - Radiation Protection
Series No. 14)1 requires all medical imaging providers to establish a quality assurance program.
Radiation doses for commonly performed examinations must be audited and periodically
compared with published Australian diagnostic reference levels (DRLs). If DRLs are consistently
exceeded, radiation doses should be reviewed to determine whether radiation protection has
been optimised.
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It is important to note that as of 1 January 2016, dose audit is a requirement of the Diagnostic
Imaging Accredication Scheme2.

4.1

CT Dose Measurement
The metric used for CT dose comparison is DLP (Dose Length Product). This represents the
average dose within the scanning volume (CTDIvol) multiplied by the total scan length (in
centimetres). Most scanners are capable of displaying the scan DLP. If this is not available on a
particular system, it can be calculated by the following equation:
DLP(mGy.cm) = CTDIvol x L(scan length in cm)
Clinical radiologists and medical imaging technologists should be aware of the DLP and
effective dose for commonly performed CT protocols on the CT scanners for which they have
responsibility. Effective CT doses can be estimated from DLP measurements using the
conversion factors in Appendix A.

5. THE SELF-AUDIT PROCESS
The aim of the RANZCR CT image self-audit program is to provide assistance with achieving a
satisfactory level of image quality and acceptable radiation dose. The self-audit program, adapted
from the European Guidelines for Quality Criteria for CT3, involves an iterative process with the
following components:
1.

Set standards - the initial standards are provided by the self-audit program quality criteria.

2.

Check compliance.

3.

Correct poor practices.

4.

Set new standards.

5.

Repeat.

The RANZCR Quality and Accreditation program requires that each medical imaging site with a
CT scanner performs the CT image review for the following five examinations for each machine
on an annual basis:
•
•
•
•
•

CT brain
CT cervical spine
CT lumbosacral spine
CT chest
CT abdomen and pelvis.

For each examination,
1.

Take a random sample of at least four standard-size patients (60 to 100 kg).

2.

Perform the CT examination on each patient using the routine protocols used by the practice.

3.

For each case, record all the patient data, technique and equipment parameters using the
RANZCR CT Image Review Self-Audit Worksheet (Appendix C).

4.

Record the dose readout (DLP) for each examination from the scanner. Compare the mean
value for the sample of at least four standard-sized patients with current national DLP for the
exam type published by ARPANSA.

5.

At least one observer checks compliance of each CT examination with the image criteria
independently using the RANZCR CT Image Review Self-Audit Worksheet. As well as
providing a system for scoring compliance with the image criteria and visibility of important
image details, the worksheet also includes a system for scoring more general aspects of the
image such as noise, spatial resolution, and diagnostic acceptability.
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6.

Identify where the standard (image quality or dose criteria) are not being met.

7.

Investigate the cause(s) of any persistent non-compliance with the criteria.

8.

Take corrective action by changing technique. Some general advice regarding optimisation is
provided in Appendix B.

9.

After a short period of using the revised techniques, repeat steps 2 to 7.

10. If no improvement, repeat steps 8 to 10.
11. If initial standards (quality criteria) are now being met in full, consider improving standards,
for example, by setting lower target doses.
Diagnostic images and other records associated with the image review process should be
retained, in accordance with jurisdictional requirements.

6. RELATED POLICY DOCUMENTS
• Computed Tomography and Radiation Risks
• RANZCR Code of Ethics
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8. APPENDICES
A. Normalised effective dose per dose-length product for adults (standard physique) and
pediatric patients of various ages over various body regions
B. CT Optimisation - General Advice
C. CT Image Review Self-Audit worksheets
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Appendix A
Table 1: Normalized effective dose per dose-length product for adults (standard physique) and
pediatric patients of various ages over various body regions*
Normalized effective dose per dose-length product for adults (standard physique) and pediatric
patients of various ages over various body regions
k (mSv mGy-1cm-1)
Region of Body
0-y-old

1-y-old

5-y-old

10-y-old

Adult

Head

0.0087

0.0054

0.0035

0.0027

0.0019

Neck

0.021

0.0168

0.0121

0.0094

0.0052

Chest

0.0739

0.0482

0.0323

0.0237

0.0146

Abdomen

0.0841

0.053

0.0357

0.0249

0.0153

Pelvis

0.0701

0.0446

0.03

0.0219

0.0129

*

Adapted from: Deak PD, Smal Y, Kalender WA. (2010). Multisection CT Protocols: Sex- and
age-specific conversion factors used to determine effective dose from Dose-Length Product.
Radiology, 257(1), 158-65.

Note: Conversion factor for the adult head and neck and pediatric patient assumes use of the head
CT dose phantom (16 cm). All other conversion factors assume use of the 32-cm diameter CT
body phantom. These coefficients estimate effective dose as defined in ICRP report # 103
(ICRP. (2007). The 2007 Recommendations of the International Commission on Radiological
Protection. ICRP Publications 103. Ann. ICRP 37 (2-4)).
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Appendix B
CT Optimisation - General Advice
The successful outcome of CT dose optimisation is diagnostic quality images obtained with an
acceptably low radiation dose.
CT dose optimisation requires close collaboration between radiologists and medical imaging
technologists. Medical physicists and your CT vendor’s application specialist staff may provide
further useful information to assist with dose optimisation on your particular CT scanner.
Prior to optimisation of CT scanning parameters, it is important to ensure that patients are
positioned centrally with the gantry of the scanner. Patient dose may be significantly increased
for patients not centred within the gantry.
Start by optimising one CT protocol at a time. Change only one scanning parameter at a time
and monitor the effect of the change on image quality.
It can be useful to use a region of interest (ROI) assessment as an indicator of image noise.
This is done by choosing a region of interest in a suitable, repeatable and anatomically welldefined area. The ROI should be reproducible in shape and size with an area of approximately
100 pixels. The standard deviation of the ROI gives a good indication of image noise.
It is prudent to make technique factor changes only when an average sized patient is being
scanned. This will ensure that image noise is not biased because of patient size. Try to avoid
using studies that show image degradation due to movement artefact or beam hardening
artefact (e.g. due to surgically implanted devices).
The console displayed DLP or CTDIvol, taken in conjunction with subjective image quality
assessment and measurement of image noise, may be used as indicators of the success or
otherwise of technique factor changes.

Practical Optimisation of CT Parameters (Derived from RANZCR – QUDI CT Dose
Optimisation Workshops)
mAs
mAs is the product of the tube current and exposure time. Radiation dose increases linearly
with mAs, while image noise (quantum mottle) is inversely related. The mAs should be adjusted
in response to the patient size; larger patients require increased mAs. The required mAs is also
dependent on the specific imaging task. Some examinations such as CT for urinary calculi and
high-resolution chest CT can be performed at lower mAs while maintaining diagnostic
accuracy. For other examinations such as abdominal CT for assessment of liver metastases, a
higher mAs is required in order to reduce image noise and permit visualisation of low-contrast
metastases.
The most common reason for higher than necessary patient dose in CT is excessive mAseffective.
It is important for medical imaging technologists to fully understand how mAs is displayed on
the CT console. Some CT systems display simple tube current mAs while others display
mAseffective. The latter takes pitch into account. It is important to remember that simple
comparison of mAseffective across CT platforms is inappropriate as the dose per mAs (mGy/mAs)
can vary considerably.
Tube current modulation technology (automatic exposure control (AEC) systems such as Smart
mA, Care Dose, Dose Right and Sure Exposure) can automatically reduce x-ray tube mA
during a scan based on patient anatomy. AEC systems are effective in reducing patient dose
for all but obese patients. Each CT manufacturer uses a different method to define image
quality with regard to the operation of the AEC system.
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Appendix B
To significantly decrease dose, a suggested reduction of 25% mAs effective is required. This
should increase the image noise by marginally more than 10%. Achieving a 25% mAs reduction
with dose modulated protocols requires careful understanding of the operating characteristics
of the scanner’s AEC. For example, in the case of Siemens systems, a reduction of reference
effective mAs will cause a predictable reduction in mAs for each patient scanned. GE and
Toshiba owners may need to experiment with a water phantom to gauge the extent of mAs
change when the noise index or target standard deviation is modified. Typically, it is suggested
that the noise index be increased by approximately 10%. (Note: Philips owners using automatic
ACS techniques should refer to the CT mAs optimisation with Philips ACS instructions in the
appendix.)
Assess change by repeating ROI procedure above and verify clinical image and dose
acceptability with the supervising radiologist.

Pitch and beam collimation
Pitch is the ratio of the distance the CT table advances through the scanner during a 360°
rotation of the gantry relative to the width of the x-ray beam. Increasing the pitch of a scan
decreases the duration of radiation exposure to the anatomic part of being scanned. With
helical CT scanners, beam collimation, table speed and pitch are interrelated parameters.
As a gross generalisation, for pitch and beam collimation, large numbers are better than small
but this is highly dependent on the requirements of the imaging protocol. Use of a wide beam
collimation reduces excess dose due to “over-beaming”, but may limit ability to reconstruct thin
slices on some machines.
Increased pitch values typically do not result in reconstruction errors for values equal to or less
than 1.4. Increasing pitch will however increase noise (quantum mottle) if other parameters
remain unchanged.
Change only one parameter at a time. Assess change by repeating ROI procedure above and
verify clinical image quality and dose acceptability with clinical radiologist.

Scan Length and Scanning Mode
DLP increases proportionately with scan length. Review scan protocols to ensure that the
scanning volume covers only the clinically required region and does not include additional
areas (over scanning). Also minimise the number of scan phases. Each phase of the CT
protocol contributes to the radiation dose. Performing both unenhanced and contrast-enhanced
CT can result in twice the radiation dose.
In multi-detector CT scanning, it is generally more dose-efficient to scan the entire area of
clinical interest in a single block rather than to use two or more blocks if there are no overriding
clinical considerations. This reduces the dose contributed by “over-ranging” and scan overlap
on adjacent multi-region scans.
For head scanning, unless reformatted images are required necessitating helical mode
scanning, lens dose during head CT examinations can often be reduced by using axial (nonhelical) mode scanning with the gantry tilted to avoid direct irradiation of the orbits.
Assess change by comparing pre- and post-optimised DLP. Verify clinical image quality and
dose acceptability with the supervising radiologist. The ROI procedure is not required for this
optimisation as varying scan length does not impact on image noise.
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Appendix B
kVp
kVp determines the energy of the photons in the x-ray beam and the degree of beam
penetration. kVp changes affect both image noise and tissue contrast. Most CT systems
provide a limited number of kVp settings. For most patients, abdominal CT can be optimally
performed at 120 kVp instead of 140 kVp, resulting in a 20 to 40% reduction in radiation dose.
A lower kVp (e.g. 80 or 100 kVp) decreases patient dose and improves image contrast,
particularly for contrast enhanced studies using iodine (e.g. CT angiography), but does result in
increased image noise. A high kVp setting is recommended for imaging large body parts and
for large patients. The choice of kV be should be based on the image contrast required as well
as patient size.
Assess change by comparing pre- and post-optimised DLP. Verify clinical image quality and
dose acceptability with the supervising radiologist.

Advanced Reconstruction Software (e.g., iterative filters and reconstruction methods)
CT manufacturers now offer a variety of advanced reconstruction techniques using iterative
reconstruction methods (e.g., AsiR, AIDR, IRIS, iDose). These techniques may assist in
substantially reducing image noise and hence permit scanning at lower exposures. Where
available and effective, these techniques should generally be employed. Specific details
regarding the use of iterative filters and reconstruction algorithms can be obtained from the CT
vendor's application specialists. Although effective in reducing CT doses, they are not a
substitute for careful dose optimisation of routine CT protocols.
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Appendix C
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